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Abstract



1. Introduction



Pattern matching in concrete syntax is very useful in program manipulation tools. In particular, user-defined extensions to such tools are written much easier using concrete syntax patterns. A few advanced frameworks for language development implement support for concrete syntax patterns, but mainstream frameworks used today still do not support them. This prevents most existing program manipulation tools from using concrete syntax matching, which in particular severely limits the writing of tool extensions to a few language experts. This paper argues that the major implementation obstacle to the pervasive use of concrete syntax patterns is the pattern parser. We propose an alternative approach based on “unparsed patterns”, which are concrete syntax patterns that can be efficiently matched without being parsed. This lighter approach gives up static checks that parsed patterns usually do. In turn, it can be integrated within any existing parser-based software tool, almost for free. One possible consequence is enabling a widespread adoption of extensible program manipulation tools by the majority of programmers. Unparsed patterns can be used in any programing language, including multi-lingual environments. To demonstrate our approach, we implemented it both as a minimal patch for the gcc compiler, allowing to scan source code for user-defined patterns, and as a standalone prototype called matchbox.



Pattern matching of source code is a very useful mechanism in tools for program analysis and transformation, such as compilers, interpreters, tools for legacy program understanding, code inspectors, refactoring tools, model checkers, code translators, etc. Source code matching is not only useful when implementing these tools, but especially for building extensible versions of these tools with user-defined behavior [12, 1, 8, 15, 21, 26]. As the problem of tree matching has been extensively studied and efficient algorithms are known, the problem of source code matching has usually been reduced to tree matching, according to two different approaches.



Categories and Subject Descriptors and Features]: Patterns



D.3.3 [Language Constructs



General Terms Algorithms, Languages Keywords pattern matching, source code, unparsed patterns ∗ This



extended version contains an extra Appendix with the proof of the claimed properties. This Appendix has been omitted in the published PEPM’08 version because of space limitations.



Tree patterns. In the first approach, code patterns are written as trees, using a domain-specific notation to describe an abstract syntax tree (AST). This approach based on tree patterns has been used for a long time, either supported by pattern matching mechanisms available in the implementation language, e.g., for tools written in ML, or otherwise by explicitly implementing a tree pattern matching mechanism, e.g. in inspection tools such as tawk [13] or SCRUPLE [23] or in model checking tools such as MOPS [8]. More recently, some extensible code inspectors such as PMD [26] represent ASTs in XML notation (which constitutes a standardized notation for trees). This allows using other standardized notations such as XPath/XQuery for expressing tree patterns, and thus reusing existing pattern matchers. The main advantage of expressing patterns as trees is that the implementation of pattern matching is simple, because any appropriate tree-matching algorithm can be directly used on this representation. However, an important shortcoming of this approach is that programmers writing patterns should be aware of the internal AST representation of programs, and also of a specific notation for it. As a motivating example, consider a very simple user-defined inspection rule over C programs that searches for code fragments resetting all the elements in an array, such as the following fragment: for(i=0; i= threshold”, and “p == NULL” are unparsed patterns representing C (or C++, or Java) expressions. A program fragment is a substring of contiguous program source text that can be parsed entirely as a single AST. For example, “x + (y/2)”, “y=0; x=1;”, and “while(i- -) /* update p */ *p++;” are program fragments, while “if(p!=0)”, “x=”, and “ (sizeof(int” are not program fragments. The AST of a program fragment “f” is noted AST(“f”). Note that several program fragments, differing only in whitespace, comments, and redundant parentheses, may correspond to the same AST. The unparsed string of an AST t, noted TXT(t), is the string obtained by “unparsing” t, i.e. by recursively printing the concrete syntax of t in a standard way, with no comments and with sufficient whitespace and parentheses to make the text parsable back to t. Ideally, the unparsed string should not contain redundant whitespace and parentheses. The unparsed string of an AST t obviously is a program fragment, its AST being t itself. An AST t is said to match an unparsed pattern p containing meta-variables xi if there is a substitution {xi ← ti } where ti are subtrees of t such that T XT (t) = p[xi ← T XT (ti )]. If we use the corresponding textual substitution σ T XT = {xi ← T XT (ti )}, we can write the above condition in a simpler way: T XT (t) = σ T XT (p)



Figure 1. Matching AST(“a = a - b * c - d”) with the pattern “%x = %y - %z”.



In the previous equality, the first term represents the unparsed string of the AST, and the second term represents the instantiated unparsed pattern, obtained by substituting in the pattern all variables by the unparsed string of their bound subtree. By extension, a program fragment is said to match an unparsed pattern if its AST matches the pattern. We also say sometimes that the pattern matches the program fragment. The above definition of pattern matching implies that a same variable occurring several times in a pattern must stand for the same subtree (in other words, non-linear patterns are correctly handled). However, for cases where the value of the variable is not important, there is an anonymous variable, noted “% ” in the patterns, that is always free. The anonymous variable is a special case in that different occurrences of it in the same pattern may be bound to different subtrees. For instance, the pattern “%l = %l->next;” matches the statement “list = list->next;” under the substitution {l ← AST (“list”)}. We sometimes write the resulting substitution simply {l ← list}, where the subtrees are denoted by their unparsed strings. The same pattern does not match the statement “p = buf[0]->next;”.



3. Matching unparsed patterns Before presenting precise algorithms for unparsed pattern matching in Section 4, we discuss them informally on a running example. Consider the problem of matching the C expression “a = a - b * c d” with the code pattern “%x = %y - %z”. Traditional, parser-based, pattern matching would first parse the expression using the usual program parser down to the AST in Figure 1(a), parse the pattern using an extended pattern parser to the tree in Figure 1(b), and then match the two trees, finally binding pattern variables in the only correct way: {x ← a, y ← a − b ∗ c, z ← d}. 3.1



Using unparsing



The key idea of unparsed patterns is to avoid parsing the pattern by going the other way around, i.e., by unparsing the program AST to compare it with a textual pattern. However, if the AST is simply unparsed to a string, matching would fall back to the case of matching between two strings. Plain string matching is very imprecise, because it would allow to bind both {x ← a, y ← a − b ∗ c, z ← d}, which is correct, and {x ← a, y ← a, z ← b ∗ c − d}, which is incorrect, since the subtraction operator is left-associative.



3.2



The trivial solution is to make explicit in the string pattern all of the tree structure information, using some form of parentheses. Thus, to match the AST in Figure 1(a) with the code pattern “%x = %y - %z”, we can re-write the pattern to make explicit the language structure, by using “meta-parentheses” written as escape sequences, for instance “%(” and “%)”: “%(%x = %(%y - %z%)%)”. Note that in general we cannot use plain parentheses to unveil the structure because the language may already contain parentheses, which may have a completely different meaning than grouping constructs. Using this representation, it is straightforward to perform pattern matching equivalent to tree matching, in linear time. However, there are two manifest problems with this trivial solution. First, meta-variables are bound to strings in concrete syntax, rather than being bound to subtrees of the AST. This is not suitable when using pattern matching to manipulate the matched subtrees, which is a quite common case within parser-based tools. The second problem is that the explicit structure comes at the price of seriously obfuscating the pattern. Fully meta-parenthesized patterns are very difficult to read and to write.



3.3



If the element on top of the stack is a tree t and the stream starts with a meta-variable bound to a subtree equal to t, consume t and the meta-variable.



Using meta-parentheses



Using lazy unparsing



The first problem of the trivial solution, of not being able to retrieve the matched subtrees, is due to the fact that the whole AST is unparsed at once, dropping the references to all the subtrees. To avoid that, ASTs can be unparsed lazily instead. This is formalized by the following definition. An AST t is said to be non-empty if its program fragment TXT(t) contains at least one token (i.e. it does not consist of only whitespace). The unparsed list of a non-empty AST t, noted LST(t), is a non-empty ordered list of concrete syntax tokens (such as identifiers, keywords, etc.) and non-empty sub-trees of t, that represents the top-level of t. For example, LST(AST(“if(a>0) return a+1;”)) is the list [“if”, “(” , AST(“a>0”), “)”, AST(“return a+1;”)]. Note that empty subtrees of t are not present in LST(t). For instance, LST(AST(“int x;”)) = [ “int”, AST(“x”), “;”]; there is no empty sub-tree corresponding to the list of optional qualifiers such as “const” or “static” that are missing. The unparsed list of the AST is a means to incrementally unparse an AST: the top-level structure information in the AST is decomposed, but all the subtrees are kept unchanged. A second benefit of lazy unparsing is that meta-parentheses will not be confused anymore with the parentheses in the language (this will be proven in Section 4.1). Thus, our pattern can be written simply as “(%x = (%y - %z))”. Lazy unparsed pattern matching first parses the expression using the usual program parser to construct the same AST in Figure 1(a). It then pushes the AST on an empty stack, and considers the textual code pattern “(%x = (%y - %z))” as a stream of characters and meta-variables. The algorithm proceeds by two kinds of steps: • match step: Match the element on top of the stack with some



prefix of the stream. This can be done in three different situations: If the element on top of the stack is a token (which is a string of characters) that matches the prefix of the stream, consume the element and the prefix. Note that the stream does not need to be separated into tokens by some kind of lexical analysis; token information existing only in the stack (coming from the unparsed tree) is sufficient.



If the element on top of the stack is a tree t and the stream starts with a free meta-variable, bind the variable to the tree and consume the two. • unparse step: If the element on top of the stack is a tree t and the



stream starts with a token, replace t with its partially unparsed form LST(t) and leave the stream unchanged. If the algorithm consumes the whole stream ending up with an empty stack, it successfully matched all the elements in the initial AST with elements in the pattern stream, and reports a successful match. Otherwise, it reports that the matching has failed. In our example, the top of the stack is the whole AST t in Figure 1(a) and the beginning of the pattern “(%x = (%y - %z))” is not a variable. Therefore, it cannot directly match the two, so it performs an unparse step, replacing the tree t with the elements in LST(t). Of course, as the pattern contains parentheses at each level, the lazy unparse algorithm will surround the elements in LST(t) by a left and a right plain parentheses. This step changes the stack to [“(”, AST(“a”), “=”, AST(“a-b*c-d”), “)”], and leaves the stream unchanged. Then, it is able to consume the initial left parenthesis, bind AST(“a”) to meta-variable x, match the “=” symbol, which gives the stack [AST(“a-b*c-d”), “)”] and the stream “(%y - %z))”. As above, as it cannot match the top tree with the starting “(”, it first unparses the tree yielding the stack [“(”, AST(“a-b*c”), “-”, AST(“d”), “)”, “)”], then is able to consume the starting left parenthesis, successfully binds y to AST(“a-b*c”) and z to AST(“d”). Finally, the two right parentheses in the tree are matched with the corresponding parentheses in the pattern. Thus, the algorithm finds the only correct match, given by the substitution {x ← a, y ← a − b ∗ c, z ← d}. Note that this algorithm binds the variables directly to the AST subtrees, and not just to their unparsed strings, as the trivial algorithm. This considerably increases its possible practical applications in parser-based tools. Using lexical information. In the definition of the unparsing function LST, one can wonder about the usefulness of generating distinct tokens between the subtrees, instead of compacting adjacent tokens. For example, LST(“if(a>0) return a+1”) could have been defined as [“(if(” , AST(“a>0”), . . . ], grouping all adjacent tokens of the top level together. Using this compact LST function, the match would still succeed as described above. However, separating the tokens in the unparsing function allows more flexibility in writing the patterns. Specifically, if the programming language ignores whitespace between the tokens (as most programming languages do), the matching algorithm may skip whitespace in the patterns before any step. This way, patterns can be written with arbitrary whitespace to maximize readability and still match ASTs. In terms of usability, lazy unparsed patterns might be considered by some programmers as convenient enough for many practical applications. Compared to writing tree patterns, programmers do not have to know the API for building ASTs, but in order to fully parenthesize a pattern, they must still be aware of the AST structure, which tends to reduce their advantage. 3.4



Using lookahead



An alternative to the parentheses introduced by the unparse function is to use a lookahead mechanism. Coming back to our running example, the lookahead-based pattern matching algorithm matches the AST in Figure 1(a) with the pattern written simply as “%x = %y - %z”. As the pattern stream starts with a meta-variable x and the stack contains just the initial



AST t, it could match t with x, but a lookahead of one predicts that the stack would become empty and the rest of the stream would remain unmatched. To prevent this predicted failure, the matcher chooses to partially unparse the tree on top of the stack. This step changes the stack to [AST(“a”), “=”, AST(“a-b*c-d”)], and leaves the stream unchanged. Then, it is able to bind AST(“a”) to metavariable x, it matches the “=” symbol with the same character in the pattern, which gives the stack [AST(“a-b*c-d”)] and the stream “%y - %z”. For the same reason as above, it does not match y with the AST on top of the stack, but rather partially unparses the AST yielding the stack [AST(“a-b*c”), “-”, AST(“d”)], then successfully binds y to AST(“a-b*c”) and z to AST(“d”). Thus, lookahead-based unparsed pattern matching finds the only correct match, given by the substitution {x ← a, y ← a − b ∗ c, z ← d}. In the first step of the above matching example, the algorithm faced two situations where the top of the stack was a tree and the current stream element was a free variable. In such a situation, it is possible to either bind the variable to the tree or unparse the tree. We call this situation a bind/unparse conflict. To resolve such a conflict, a lookahead of length one is used to compare the second element on the stack with the second element in the stream. When these elements match, the lookahead-based algorithm chooses the bind, otherwise it chooses the unparse. In particular, when one of these elements exist but not the other (as above), unparsing is chosen. By eliminating all the meta-parentheses from the pattern, the lookahead-based algorithm allows for very readable native patterns. However, this mechanism does not always solve bind/unparse conflicts the right way. For instance, when matching the AST in Figure 1(a) with the longer pattern “%w = %x - %y - %z”, a first lookahead correctly indicates to unparse the AST, w is bound to AST(“a”), a second lookahead correctly indicates to unparse AST(“a-b*c-d”). At this point, the stack is [AST(“a-b*c”),“-”, AST(“d”)], and the stream is “%x - %y - %z”. The lookahead(1) allows binding x to AST(“a-b*c”), as they are both followed by the “-” operator. This decision is wrong, because matching the remaining list [AST(“d”)] with the remaining pattern “%y - %z” will fail. The match could have succeeded by using a longer lookahead, to see that the correct move in this situation was in fact an unparse. However, in general the necessary lookahead is unbounded. Faced to such an bind/unparse conflict, the lookahead-based algorithm above prefers a bind step. This corresponds to a greedy algorithm that binds a variable to the largest possible subtree that satisfies the lookahead condition. This example clearly shows that the lookahead(1)-based unparsed matching algorithm is incomplete: there are some patterns and ASTs that it cannot match, while a tree-based matching algorithm would. A theoretical characterization of all such cases will be given in the next section.



For the above example of matching the tree in Figure 1(a) with the rewritten pattern “%w = %(%(%x - %y%) - %z%)”, a first lookahead indicates to unparse the AST, w is bound to AST(“a”). Due to the left parentheses, the top tree is unparsed twice, ending up with the stack [AST(“a”), “-”, AST(“b*c”), “%)”, “-”, AST(“d”), “%)”] and the same pattern. From this point on, all the tokens are consumed one by one to yield the correct substitution. The lookahead matching algorithm complemented with conflictsolving meta-parentheses leads to a complete algorithm, using quite readable patterns in which meta-parentheses have to be introduced only in very specific places. A theoretical characterization of all such cases will be given in the next section.



4. The pattern matching algorithms This section defines the family of unparsed pattern matching algorithms that were introduced informally, by means of examples, in the previous section. All the pattern matching algorithms are described as a set of rewrite rules over triples hs, p, σi representing the states of the algorithm: the unparse stack s, the pattern stream p, and the computed substitution σ. The initial state of the algorithm for matching an AST t with a pattern p is h[t], p, {}i, in which the initial substitution is empty. The final state of the algorithm may be h[], [], σi, which represents a successful match along with the computed substitution, or any other state in which no rule applies, which represents a failure. In other words, matching fails whenever it cannot rewrite the initial state into a state of the form h[], [], σi, where both the stream and pattern were completely consumed. In our notation of the rewrite rules, t represents an AST, p represents a pattern, s represents a stack, k represents a token, σ represents a substitution, and x represents a pattern variable. The stack and the patterns are represented as flat lists. [x|y] represents the list beginning with element x and continuing with all the elements in list y. x + y represents the concatenation of lists x and y. The [x|y] and x + y expressions are used both as constructors in the right side of rewrite rules and as list deconstructors (by conventional pattern matching) in the left side. As the algorithms use different forms of patterns, each algorithm must define a different tree unparsing function TXT. As discussed in Section 2 the TXT function is defined as the recursive unparsing of an AST. Each unparsing step is performed by function LST, which is common to all algorithms, but each algorithm may add meta-parentheses by composing function LST with a function P ARx , specific to each algorithm, that may add or not some metaparentheses. If we note the exhaustive recursive application of a function f on a tree t by f ∗ (t), and ST R(list) the string obtained by concatenating all the tokens in a list of tokens, then we can define T XTx (t) = ST R∗ ((P ARx ◦ LST )∗ (t)). 4.1 The lazy unparse matching algorithm



3.5 Combining lookahead and meta-parentheses Fortunately, the incompleteness of lookahead(1)-based matching can be eliminated by combining lookahead with a few escaped meta-parentheses (plain meta-parentheses are no more suitable in this case). The idea is that introducing escaped meta-parentheses in the pattern around some (pattern segment corresponding to an) unparsed subtree has the effect of forcing the matching algorithm to perform an unparse step. This is because the algorithm will face a situation when it has such a subtree on top of the stack, and the left meta-parenthesis in the pattern; as it cannot directly match the two, it is forced to choose an unparse step. If this situation corresponds to a conflict unsolvable by the one-token lookahead, the introduction of parentheses is a direct way to circumvent the default solution to the bind/unparse conflict, which is a bind.



The lazy unparse matching algorithm uses full meta-parentheses and no lookahead, so we will refer to this algorithm as “F(0)”. The F(0) algorithm uses a PAR function that parenthesizes any unparsed tree, defined as P ARF (0) (LST (t)) = [“(”] + LST (t) + [“)”]. The rewrite rules of F(0) are given in Figure 2. Rule 1 deals with the case when the stack begins with a token and the pattern also begins with a token (i.e., with anything else than an escape sequence). If this is the case, the token on the stack is compared to the prefix of the string, and if they are equal, the matching advances by consuming both. Rule 2 performs an unparse step by replacing t with the elements in LST (t), surrounded by two meta-parentheses tokens. Rules 3 and 4 deal with the case when the stack begins with a tree and the pattern begins with a metavariable, and depending on the state of the variable, either bind the free variable to the tree or compare the already instantiated variable



h[k|s], k + p, σi −→ hs, p, σi h[t|s], k + p, σi −→ h[“(”] + LST (t) + [“)”] + s, k + p, σi h[t|s], “%x” + p, σi −→ hs, p, σ ∪ {x ← t}i h[t|s], “%x” + p, σi −→ hs, p, σi



if x 6∈ domain(σ) if x ∈ domain(σ) ∧ σ(x) = t



(1) (2) (3) (4)



Figure 2. The lazy unparse pattern matching algorithm: F(0). to the tree. Note that the algorithm does not allow to bind a metavariable to a token, since in our definition, variables are allowed to match only trees. Complexity. The F(0) algorithm runs in linear time O(|t| + |p|) (where t is the tree and p is the pattern). This is no worse than algorithms that require a pattern parser. A proof is provided in the Appendix. Correctness. The F(0) algorithm is correct, which means that if the algorithm rewrites h[t], p, {}i to h[], [], σi, then the tree t matches p under substitution σ. A proof is provided in the Appendix. Completeness. The F(0) algorithm is complete, in the sense that it finds all matches that are found by a conventional tree matching algorithm. That is, for any tree t ∈ TΣ , and tree pattern P ∈ TΣ (V ) (where Σ consists of the AST constructors in the language and V is the set of meta-variables), such that t matches P (in the classic sense, as trees), the algorithm F(0) succeeds in matching t with the corresponding unparsed pattern p = T XTF (0) (P ). Note that here we extend the function T XTF (0) to tree pattern variables in the obvious way: T XTF (0) (x) = “%x”. The variables in V occurring in P are handled by the algorithm as trees of height one, so that it is possible to bind a meta-variable “%x” to a variable x ∈ V . A sketch of the proof is provided in the Appendix. For the example in the introduction, the F(0) pattern would be written as: "(for((%x=0); (%x 
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